University Libraries Computing Resources Policies

The University Libraries' (Mabee Library and the Curriculum Education Library) policies regarding the use of computing resources in the Libraries' facilities are consistent with those of the University as a whole. University policies are generally defined by Information Technology Services (ITS) is available here.

Usage of the Libraries' computing resources within the facilities of the Mabee Library and the Curriculum Resources Center are further governed by the Libraries.

Computing resources at Washburn University are available only to University students, faculty, and staff. Other users MAY be granted access to these resources only by the Director of Information Systems and Services.

Usage of ISS terminals located within the Libraries' facilities are governed by ISS usage policies, including the above.

Usage of the Libraries' public access terminals is for accessing the Libraries' information resources. This usage specifically excludes using public access terminals to send or receive personal e-mail, play computer games, or access chat rooms. In accordance with the ISS Acceptable Use Policy the following are some additional examples of unacceptable uses of computing resources: sharing your password with others, harassing others, violating the privacy of others, viewing and/or printing obscene and pornographic material in a public setting, and distribution of unsolicited mass advertising.
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